Abstract-The increasing ubiquity of mobile handheld devices paved the way for the dynamic ridesharing which could save travel cost and reduce the environmental pollution. The ridematching problem with time windows in dynamic ridesharing considers matching drivers and riders with similar routes (with drivers detour flexibility) and time schedules on short notice. This problem is hard to solve.
I. INTRODUCTION
The shared use of vehicle by its driver and one or more passengers (riders) is called ridesharing. The idea of ridesharing goes back to the 1940s during the World War II as a way to conserve resources for the war. Since then, the idea of ridesharing passed through many motivations and goals [4] . Recently, there is an increasing interest in ridesharing as response to the environmental pollution and climate change, traffic congestion and oil cost. The increasing ubiquity of mobile handheld devices also made the idea of ridesharing to be more appealing. It takes the idea of ridesharing from static to dynamic ridesharing. In dynamic ridesharing, the process of matching the riders and drivers to form ridesharing is done on very short notice [1] .
In this study, we are interested in the ridematching problem with time windows (RMPTW) in dynamic ridesharing. An example RMPTW is shown in Figure 1 . The problem consists of a set of drivers' offers (representing a set of vehicles) and riders' requests. Each participant (driver or rider) specifies a source and a destination location for her/his trip. In addition, each participant specifies an earliest departure time and a latest arrival time which we use to define a time window at each location as we show later. Drivers define maximum travel time and distance for their trips and they are willing to detour to take some riders. Riders define maximum travel time for their trips. The RMPTW is to assign riders to drivers and determine the timing and order of the pickup and delivery of riders. From now on, we will use the word vehicle instead of driver.
The RMPTW is an optimization problem and it is subject to multicriteria optimization. In this study we consider the following criteria to optimize (We use the word vehicle instead of driver): c 1 . The total distance of vehicles' trips (to be minimized) c 2 . The total time of vehicles' trips (to be minimized) c 3 . The total time of the trips of the matched riders' requests (to be minimized) c 4 . The number of matched (served) riders' requests (to be maximized) Note that the trip's time might include some waiting time (A vehicle with possibly some riders is waiting to pick up a rider when time allows). Criterion c 4 is conflicting with the other three criteria. Also criteria c 1 and c 2 could be conflicting with criterion c 3 as vehicles might tend to take riders for longer time to reduce their own time and distance.
The RMPTW could be seen as a pickup and delivery problem with time windows (PDPTW) which is a hard optimization problem. Genetic algorithms are search metaheuristics that use techniques inspired by natural evolution to solve hard optimization and search problems. The idea of genetic algorithms showed success in solving many hard optimization problems and therefore we utilize it to solve our problem.
In this study we model the ridematching problem with time windows in dynamic ridesharing and propose a genetic algorithm for solving it. In addition we provide real world datasets for the RMPTW extracted from a travel and activity survey for northeastern Illinois conducted by Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning. The datasets are used to test the proposed genetic algorithm and could be used as benchmarks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formally describe the problem and provide the mathematical model. We discuss some related work in Section III. The proposed genetic algorithm is explained in Section IV followed by the experimentation and results in Section V. Finally we outline the conclusions of the paper. The ride matching problem with time windows is similar to the PDPTW especially the dial-a-ride problem (DAR). Therefore the formulated mathematical model is very similar to the DAR problem model in [8] which in turn is an extension to the pickup and delivery problem model in [13] and [3] . The main difference between the RMPTW problem and the DAR problem is that, in RMPTW the vehicles are not free to move everywhere\when and limited by the vehicles' sources and destinations (with possible detour flexibility) and time windows. We adapt the model of DAR problem for the RMPTW and modify the definition of the objective function and add additional constraints on it (Constraints 12, 13 and 14 in the model).
The problem consists of a set R = {1, 2, ..., n} of n riders' requests and a set V = {2n + 1, 2n + 2, ..., 2n + v} of v vehicles representing drivers' offers, R ∩ V = ∅. For each rider's request i ∈ R, we have a pickup point i, a delivery point i + n, demand dm i defining the numbers of persons to be delivered from point i to point i + n, earliest departure time ED i from point i, latest arrival time LA i to point i + n and constants AT i and BT i to define the rider's maximum travel time M T T i . Let t i,j be the direct travel time between points i and j. We compute M T T i as done in [7] : M T T i = AT i + BT i · t i,i+n . For each pickup point i and delivery point i + n, we compute a time window as follows: 
Let P = {1, ..., n} denote the set of pickup points and D = {n + 1, ...2n} denote the set of delivery points. The set of all pickup and delivery points is N = P ∪ D and the set of all points including the vehicles' sources and destinations is A = N ∪ {k, k + v} ∀k ∈ V . Let l i = dm i and l i+n = −dm i represent the load change at points i and i+n respectively. The load after servicing point i is L k i . Let T k i denote the service starting time at point i by vehicle k. It denotes the pickup and delivery times for riders and the departure and arrival times for vehicles (drivers). The service time at point i ∈ N (time for pickup or delivery) is s i and ∀i ∈ A \ N , s i = 0. A binary decision variable x k i,j is set to 1 if vehicle k services point i and travels directly to point j to service it. it is set to 0 otherwise. The multicriteria objective function that minimizes the total distance and time of the vehicles' trips and the total time of the trips of the matched riders' requests and maximizes the number of matched riders' requests r is provided in Equation  1 . The weights α, β, γ and δ define the relative importance of the different components. min α k∈V i,j∈A
subject to:
k∈V i∈D∪{k}
k∈V j∈A
Constraints (2) and (3) ensure that the number of vehicles leaving their sources is equal to the number of vehicles arriving to their destinations. Constraint (4) ensures that a rider's request is matched at most once and constraint (5) ensures that both the pickup and delivery of the rider are performed by the same vehicle. Constraint (6) ensures that the minimal travel time between two consecutive points is not violated and constraint (7) ensures that the time windows are not violated. Constraint (8) is a precedence constraint where a pickup point has to be visited before its corresponding delivery point. Constraint (9) ensures that if vehicle k has a load L k i after servicing point i, it must have a load of l j + L k i after servicing point j and therefore it ensures that the number of loaded riders at a pickup point should be equal to the number of unloaded riders at its corresponding delivery point.
Constraint (10) ensures that the vehicles' capacities are not exceeded and the load of the vehicle is at least l i after servicing a pickup point i. Constraint (11) ensures that vehicles depart without having riders onboard and arrive to their destinations without having riders onboard (Note that riders and vehicles might share the same geographic sources and destinations, however we consider their sources and destinations to be distinct points). Constraints (12) and (13) ensure that the maximum distance and time, respectively, for each vehicle's trip is within a defined value. Constraint (14) ensures that the time of the trip of each rider is within his defined value.
III. RELATED WORK
In a previous work [6] [5], we have proposed an evolutionary multiobjective route planning algorithm for the dynamic multihop ridesharing problem. The idea was to find the set of best route plans for a single rider's request where a route plan might include sharing the ride with multiple drivers. The riders' routes were supposed to be known and fixed. In this work, we extend our previous work to cover the more practical configuration to match a set of riders (not only one) with a set of drivers with time windows and drivers' detour possibility.
Agatz et al. [2] considered a similar matching problem in dynamic ridesharing. They have proposed optimization-based techniques for solving the matching problem. Their results indicate that the use of sophisticated optimization methods improves the performance of ridesharing systems. However, in their problem definition, a driver can make only one pickup and one delivery. While this assumption makes the problem easier to solve, it prevents the driver from taking some riders even if they are on his exact way. In this work, we consider the possibility of making more than one pickup and delivery where we could simply put a constraint on the number of such operations.
In their work Jorgensen et al. [10] , they have proposed a genetic algorithm for solving the dial-a-ride problem. The problem is very similar to the ridematching problem with the latter having more constraints specified by the drivers (vehicles are not free to move everywhere/when). The additional constraints might reduce the search space but also might make its structure harder. Their genetic algorithm is based on the classical cluster-first, route-second approach. They cluster the customers using a genetic algorithm and route using a heuristic algorithm. The problem in this approach is that the result of the routing defines the quality of the clustering where the heuristic routing is subject to stuck at local optima (especially with the (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) . + -denote the pickup and delivery points of riders' requests and the sources and destinations of the vehicles presence of time windows) as are all heuristic algorithms. In our work, the proposed genetic algorithm performs both the clustering and routing tasks with the penalty of requiring repair operations. This helps avoid the problem of local optima.
Kamar and Horvitz [9] developed computational methods for guiding collaboration that demonstrate how shared plans can be created in ridesharing. They consider the problem as a set cover problem where each participant has his own car and the problem is to group them and select a driver for each group to minimize the operational cost. They consider a maximum group size limited by the capacity of the vehicle and they did not take time windows into consideration.
IV. GENETIC ALGORITHM
In this section, we describe the different components of the proposed genetic algorithm. The proposed algorithm is a generational genetic algorithm gGA that follows the general skeleton of gGAs.
A. Solution Representation
A solution is represented as a schedule of v routes, one route for each vehicle. Each route starts with the source point of the vehicle followed by a list of pickup and delivery points and ends with the destination point of the vehicle. The pickup and delivery points are inserted satisfying the constraints defined in the model. A solution may not match all riders' requests and therefore we keep a list of all non-matched requests. Figure 3 shows an example solution representation matching 5 vehicles (A -E) and 12 riders' requests (1 -12).
B. Solution Initialization
An initial solution is created as follows. We randomly select a route to initialize among the v routes. The first two points to be inserted in the route are the source and destination points of the vehicle. Initially the two points are scheduled at their earliest time a i (to take advantage of the maximum possible push forward as below). Then we continuously select a random pair of pickup and delivery points (from a set of feasible points for the current vehicle (route) taking the maximum vehicle's travel time and distance into consideration) and try to insert them in the route. The process repeats for all routes.
During the initialization process, we adopt the Solomon's insertion method [12] . Given a partially created route route = {p 1 , p 2 , ..., p u } for vehicle k, the service time at p i is T 
Now we discuss the necessary conditions for time feasibility when inserting point p between the points p i−1 and p i , 1 < i ≤ u. Let newT k pi denote the new service time by vehicle k for point p i after inserting the new point p before p i . Assuming that the triangular inequality holds both on time and distance between the points, then the insertion of p will result in a time push forward (PF) in the route at p i such that P F pi = newT k pi − T k pi ≥ 0. It will also result in a time push forward at the points after p i such that P F pj+1 = max{0, P F pj − w pj+1 }, i ≤ j < u. After the time push forward, the time window and/or the maximum travel time constraints of some point p j , i ≤ j ≤ u, might be violated. We sequentially check these two time feasibility constraints until we reach a point p j with P F j = 0 or its time window or maximum travel time constraint is violated or in the worst case until j = u.
In addition to time feasibility, we check the driver's maximum distance constraint after inserting the new point p. The distance should be less than M T D k . For the precedence constraint, we always insert the pickup point before it corresponding delivery point and we search for a feasible insertion position for the delivery point in the route to the right of its pickup point.
C. Crossover Operator
We have defined a single point crossover operator. Given two parent solutions, we randomly select a crossover position (route index) and we make the crossover by exchanging the routes among the two parents starting from the crossover position upwards as in Figure 4 . Note that the resulting children of the crossover do not violate any of the defined constraints except constraints (4) and (5) ( a riders' request could be matched twice with different vehicles). Example violation points are shaded in the child solutions. In addition to the constraints violation, some pairs of pickup and delivery points that exist in the parents might disappear in the children because of the crossover (e.g. points 10
+ and 10 − in child 1). After the crossover operation, we apply a repair operation for the children. The repair operation removes all the pickup and delivery points in the routes after the crossover position whenever they exist in any route before the crossover position. Besides the repair operation, we also try to insert the pickup and delivery points of the riders' requests that are not matched in the resulting children after each crossover in a process similar to the one during solutions initialization.
D. Mutation Operators
We have defined five different mutation operators. All of them are on the route level (gene level). A mutation operation that violates any of the constraints is rejected.
The first mutation operator is the push backward. In this operator, we randomly select a point p i from the route and define the push backward (P B i ) value as a random percentage of the time difference between the service time of the selected point and its earliest service time: P B i = random(T k pi −a pi ). (4) and (5) We also push backward all the points after p i in the route:
We stop the push backward operation when we reach a point j with P B j = 0 or when
The second mutation operator is the push forward (very similar to initialization push forward). In this operator, we randomly select a point p i from the route and define the push forward (P F i ) value as a random percentage of the time difference between the latest service time of the selected point and its service time:
We also push forward all the points after p i in the route: P F pj+1 = max{0, P F pj − w pj+1 }, i ≤ j < u. We stop the push forward operation when we reach a point j with P F j = 0 or when j = u − 1.
The third mutation operator is the remove-insert operator. We randomly select a pair of pickup and delivery points to delete from the route (and mark their request as non-matched). After the delete operation, we perform a push backward operation in the positions of the deleted points. By the end of the delete operations, we try to insert as much pairs of pickup and delivery points as possible from the points of the non-matched requests.
The fourth mutation operator is the transfer mutation. In this operator, we randomly select a pair of pickup and delivery points from the route and try to insert them in another route. The last mutation operator is the swap mutation operator. In this operator, we swap a randomly selected point p i in the route and its neighbor point p i+1 .
We noticed that the push forward and push backward mutation operators are the most important among the mutation operators. However, still the other three mutation operators participate in the quality of the solution.
V. EXPERIMENTATION AND RESULTS
In this section, we describe the proposed real world datasets for ridematching and the experimentation methodology and discuss the experimentation results.
A. Experimentation data
To test the behavior of the proposed algorithm for solving the RMPTW, We have utilized a travel and activity survey for northeastern Illinois conducted by Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning CMAP 1 . Data collection took place between January 2007 and February 2008 and covered a total of 10,552 households participant. A trip in the study is defined as a pair of source and destination positions (using latitude and longitude) with departure and arrival timestamps. We have aggregated trips from six days of the survey. This resulted in a total of 698 trips among them 469 travel with their own vehicles and the rest rely on other forms of transportation.
We have engineered a time window for each trip. 250 participants among the 469 with their own vehicles have been selected to be as drivers in our experiment and the rest 448 participants as riders. The selection of the 250 drivers makes the difference between our two datasets. In the first dataset (RMPTW698 L), we have selected the drivers with the longest travel distance while in the second dataset (RMPTW698 R) we have selected them randomly. The total drivers direct travel distance and time for RMPTW698 L are 4602.6km and 4717min respectively and for RMPTW698 R are 2451.9km and 2565min respectively. We consider a vehicle speed of 60km/h. The distance between two points is measured using the Haversin formula [11] and the travel time between them is the ceil of the computed travel time (always integer).
B. Experiment settings
The parameters' settings (defined in Sec. II) of the problem instances are AT i = 0 and BT i = 1.3 for all riders' requests and vehicles (drivers' offers), C k = 5, AD i = 0 and BD i = 1.3 for all vehicles and s i = 0 and dm i = 1 for all riders' requests. The criteria weights are: α = 0.7 and β = γ = δ = 0.1.
The parameter settings of the genetic algorithm are: population size = 100, number of generations = 100, crossover probability = 1.0 and mutation probability =0.4.
C. Results discussion
First we provide the results of a single run of the genetic algorithm on the instance RM698 L and we visualize the value of the objective function and its components through different generations. Then we provide the statistical results of 30 independent runs of the algorithm on the two problem instances. To avoid scaling problems, the values of the different criteria 5529   1811  5529  1811  5502  1790  5515  1833  5517  1792  5508  1828  5508  1828  5520  1796  5520  1796  5520  1796  5523  1838  5523  1838  5541  1845  5541  1845  5530  1829  5527  1829  5516  1849  5516  1849  5516  1856  5516  1856  5516  1856  5542  1820  5515  1832  5538  1855  5538  1855  5491  1830  5496  1830 Time rider time  5373  1513  5394  1579  5460  1576  5448  1599  5448  1599  5507  1723  5457  1625  5477  1653  5489  1716  5501  1785  5496  1815  5496  1815  5471  1680  5471  1680  5531  1815  5527  1807  5529  1811  5529  1811  5502  1790  5515  1833  5517  1792  5508  1828  5508  1828  5520  1796  5520  1796  5520  1796  5523  1838  5523  1838  5541  1845  5541  1845  5530  1829  5527  1829  5516  1849  5516  1849  5516  1856  5516  1856  5516  1856  5542  1820  5515  1832  5538  1855  5538  1855  5491  1830  5496  1830  5498 The number of the riders' requests gives us an upper bound for the number of matched riders' requests. Figure 5 shows the value of the objective function at different generations (fitness of the best individual). We see that the proposed algorithm is able to minimize the multicriteria objective function. In the following, we look at each criterion in the objective function through generations. Figure 6 shows the number of matched riders' requests at different generations. We notice that the general trend is that the number of matched riders' requests increases with generations as this criterion has the highest weight. Figure  7 shows the total distance of the vehicles' trips at different generations. We notice a sawteeth behavior in the curve of   5504  1847  5508  1842  5489  1845  5489  1845  5506  1847  5502  1849  5502  1849  5501  1849  5501  1849  5486  1845  5500  1842  5495  1845  5493  1845  5493  1845  5493  1852  5490  1861  5490  1861  5490  1861  5486  1858  5486  1858  5486  1858  5486  1858  5486  1846  5486 5472  1854  5478  1853  5478  1853  5478  1853  5474  1853  5473  1851  5473  1851  5470  1850  5470  1850  5470  1850  5470  1851  5465  1850  5465  1850  5465  1850  5463  1850  5464  1851  5464  1851  5464  1851  5463  1851  5462  1851  5461  1851 With Figure 8 shows the total time of the vehicles' trips. This curve is very similar to the curve of the total distance of the vehicles' trips and the sawteeth behavior is explained in the same way. Optimizing the time of the vehicles' trips opens a new room for matching new riders' requests which increases the time of the vehicles' trips again. The time of the vehicle's trip depends on the distance of the trip, service time of the riders' requests (at pickup and delivery points) and potential waiting time at some of the pickup points. While the service time is constant, the waiting time changes for different configurations. This means that it is not necessary that the time of the drivers' trips always increases/decreases with the increase/decrease of their distance. We might increase the length of some route and reduce the waiting time at some of its points. We notice also from Figures 6 -9 that after near about 40 generations, the algorithm mostly optimizes the criteria other than the number of matched riders' requests as it becomes harder to find new matches. Figure 9 shows the total time of the trips of the matched riders' requests. The value of this criterion depends on the number of matched riders' requests, travel distance to serve these requests and the waiting time at particular pickup points of the matched requests. Note that for this criterion, the 5504  1847  5508  1842  5489  1845  5489  1845  5506  1847  5502  1849  5502  1849  5501  1849  5501  1849  5486  1845  5500  1842  5495  1845  5493  1845  5493  1845  5493  1852  5490  1861  5490  1861  5490  1861  5486  1858  5486  1858  5486  1858  5486  1858  5486  1846  5486  1846  5488  1853  5475  1854  5472  1854  5478  1853  5478  1853  5478  1853  5474  1853  5473  1851  5473  1851  5470  1850  5470  1850  5470  1850  5470  1851  5465  1850  5465  1850  5465  1850  5463  1850  5464  1851  5464  1851  5464  1851  5463  1851  5462  1851  5461  1851   5100   5130   5160   5190   5220   5250   0  20  40  60  80 vehicle's waiting time at particular point is multiplied by the number of riders in the vehicle. Figure 10 shows the total distance of the trips with and without ridesharing. The curve with ridesharing is the same as the curve of the total distance of the vehicles' trips in Figure 7 . The curve without ridesharing shows the total distance of the trips of the vehicles and the matched riders' requests as if each one travels alone. The figure shows that the ridesharing could save a significant amount of travel distance. We notice also that the distance saving generally increases with generations (till generation ≈ 40 in the Figure) as new riders' requests are matched and trips' distances are minimized.
To see how the trips of the vehicles look like, we have created a GPX file for some of the vehicles' trips and used a GPX visualizer to visualize it on Google maps. The visualization result is provided in Figure 11 . Table I shows the means and standard deviations of the results of 30 independent runs on the two problem instances. For the instance RMPTW698 L, the algorithm was able to match 326 riders' requests in average (73% of the riders' requests) with 1.12% of the vehicles' direct travel distance and 1.15% of the vehicles' direct travel time. The algorithm was able to match 187 riders' requests in average (42% of the riders' requests) for the instance RMPTW698 R with 1.09% of the vehicles' direct travel distance and 1.11% of the vehicles' direct travel time. The number of matched riders' requests on the instance RMPTW698 R is near about half of the number of the matched riders' requests on the problem instance RMPTW698 L. This result is very clear as in instance RMPTW698 L, the vehicles travel longer distances and supposed to serve larger number of riders' requests. In average, it takes the algorithm near about 2 minutes of execution.
VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this work, we have modeled the ridematching problem with time windows in dynamic ridesharing and provided a genetic algorithm to solve it. In addition, we have engineered datasets for testing the behavior of the proposed algorithm that are extracted from real world data. We conclude that the idea of dynamic ridesharing is feasible and a reasonable number of riders' requests could be matched. We conclude also that the proposed genetic algorithm is able to solve the ridematching problem and to optimize the multicriteria objective function defined for it.
There are many directions for extending this work. One direction is to try different metaheuristics to solve the same problem. Another direction is to extend the algorithm to be dynamic itself and to do the matching on the fly. While we consider the problem of dynamic ridesharing, our approach is still static where we take each time a static snapshot of riders' requests and drivers' offers to solve the ridematching problem. An interesting direction is to extend the problem definition to solve the ridematching problem with time windows in dynamic multihop ridesharing where riders can share rides with multiple drivers. On the application level, we might move to a more realistic scenario. This implies adding more constraints such as limiting the number of pickup and delivery operations for each driver, putting a maximum detour distance per rider's request and considering realistic travel times and routes using Google APIs.
For the reproducibility of the results, the problem instances and the source code will be available on the authors' website.
